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Fixing Instructions 

1. Choose a place to make sure the 

solar panel can get full sunlight. (In 

human sensor mode, it should be 

mounted within three meters.) 

2. Install plastic screws into the wall, 

then using metal screws to fix the 

solar sensor light. 
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Please read the user guide before using and keep it properly. 

3. Push the silicon button to turn it 

on. It will automatically work in day 

and night, charging by solar under 

the sun.

Illustration 

Solar panel 

ON/OFF 
PIR motion inductor 

Solar Panel s.svo.ssw

Color Black/White 

Weight 0.19kg 

Size L124*W96*H48mm 

LED 8/12/16/20/30/35 LEDs 

Sensor mode Light Sensor/PIR Human Sensor 

Sensor angle 90' -120' 

Sensitive distance 3 Meters 

IP rating IP65 

Working temperature -5' -60' 

Housing material ABS 

Please read the user guide before using and keep it properly. 

Function Instructions 

Model No: SK-20D: Light Sensor Mode 

TB-20D: Human Sensor Model/Human Sensor Mode2 

SM-20D: Human Sensor Model+Human Sensor Mode2 

+Light Sensor Mode(Click button to change mode) 

Human Sensor Model: In the dark, the light will automatically 

on for 20-25s once sensing people movement and off afterwards. 

Human Sensor Mode2: In the dark, it will be dim light and 

automatically on strong light for 20-25s once sensing people 

movement and back to dim light afterwards. 

Light Sensor Mode: In the dark, the light will be on consistently. 

Maintenance: 

When it is not working: 
1. Confirm switch is on or not. 
2. Confirm whether it is being continuously used in a longtime and no 

solar charge. Get it charged with solar before using. 
3. Make sure people move within the range in sensor mode. 
4. Make sure the solar sensor light installed within 3 meters height. 
5. Confirm installation direction is correct(solar panel should be at top) 
6. Confirm no objects blocking the solar panel to receive sunlight. 

Cautions: 
Keep away from the fire. 
Don't immerse in the water 
Place the solar panel at top 




